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About This Game

Help elves continue their adventures in a modern urban environment.

EILF is a clicker game where different items are found to be looted, guards and walls block progress and stamina is gained and
spent rapidly.

On each turn, one or more items or obstacles will appear on the game screen. Loot or remove these to continue progress. The
green stamina bar is filled with keys and food while guards and walls will deplete stamina. Fill the green stamina bar to add to

the blue bar. Fill the blue bar to level up. New images are displayed at each level up.

Version 1.5 raised the level cap to 15 and made the lower levels easier.
Version 1.4 added new game pieces for variety.

Version 1.3 added side quests.
Version 1.2 added a merchant who sells beneficial items for coins.

Version 1.1 added coins to loot.
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